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NEWS IN ALMOST EVERY CATEGORY
GOTESSONS STARTS THE NEW DECADE BY LAUNCHING OVER 40 PRODUCT NEWS 
IN ALMOST EVERY PRODUCT CATEGORY, FOCUSING ON CREATING WELCOMING, 

FLEXIBLE AND SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENTS. 

ULRICEHAMN 2020-01-24
Gotessons’ constant goal is to develop and distribute products 
and solutions that creat modern and sustainable environments.  
With news in almost all of their product categories, Gotessons 
gives the customer the conditions to find a whole solutions 
straight away, as well as adding to a current space. 

A good sound environment is an important aspect for the social 
sustainability. Concentration and general wellbeing is affected 
by high noise and sound absorbents are an easy way to prevent 
this. The ceiling is the first and many times the most important to 
fix, which is why Gotessons has developed several new solutions. 
Tiles EcoSUND is a favourite among our news, square sound 
absorbents made of the unique sound dampening material 
EcoSUND. They can be combined with our other new pieces In 
The Grid and Off The Grid, two different types of wire baskets. In 
The Grid is mounted straight in the ceiling grid while Off The Grid 
is strung from the ceiling and decorated with plants and lamps. 
The acoustic solutions Effekt wall/ceiling, Lod, Vertikal, Big Print, 
Print and 3D are also added to the assortment. 

Room-in-a-room is a growing product category with Gotessons 
due to the growing demand to screen off spaces in open 
landscapes. News such as Open Hut and The Cabin with a 
slidable door creates spaces for small meetings or solo work 
where noise and visual distractions decrease. With houses, 
sofas, cushions and lighting, the solution is completed with new 
Pocket Table. A table with a white or black stand and a surface 
of oak veneer or black MDF. In one end of the table, there is a 
stylish faux leather pocket for your favourite magazines. 

Screening off your work space is one aspect of great importance 
for both sound and visual environment. Popular A30 Peak 
Design Booth is introduced as a desk screen booth. A dynamic 
and stylish desk version for optimal partition from the front and 
the sides. The desk screen Silent Express is also a new addition 
in Gotessons’ assortment. It is a stocked screen, available in 
several sizes and colours. 

According to the Swedish Work Environment Authority, good 
lighting is an important factor for a sustainable work environment. 
Among Gotessons’ news there are three new lamps, including 
Bright LED Lamp that works excellent in the different Hut houses. 
Being able to regulate the light’s angle, strength and warmth are 
three functions often requested by users and are available on 
new lamp Funkia. Thirdly, Toolbar Light is presented as a flexible 
lamp thanks to it’s bendability. It can be angled and moved after 
the user’s wishes from its place on the screen’s rail. 

Gotessons continues to spread calm with greenery and presents 
twelve new artificial plants in their assortment. The newcomers 
vary between table plants, garlands and bigger plants suitable 
for standing on the floor. To give the customer even more choices 
to create the right atmosphere, baskets and an ample are also 
introduced in this branch. Continuing on the creative yet flexible 
path, textile dressed plant holder and room divider Plant Divider 
is added. It is easily moved around to suit the present interior 
thanks to its lockable wheels. 

IQSeat is an exciting new piece of soft seating, designed by 
Henrik Kjellberg and Jon Lindström from o4i Design Studio, 
realized and distributed by Gotessons. The backrest can be 
turned into a table and IQSeat’s multifunction with wheels makes 
it suitable in many different environments.  

Smart and table mounted electrical accessories have been 
available with Gotessons for a long time and therefore it felt 
natural to add a new surface finnish. Power Grommet, Bi-Box 
and Table Top Slim are examples of products now available in 
copper. 

Visit Gotessons at Stockholm Furniture Fair the 4-8 February  
in stand A22:18 to see the news live. 


